How to avoid checking on
your deck surface

Every year during the summer months we get calls from customers reporting that cracks or splits have started
to appear on the surface of their decks, or other timber components such as posts. These ‘checks’ as they are
known are often perceived as being defects, but in fact this is a perfectly natural occurrence.

Wood is hygroscopic
Wood is a natural organic material that behaves in a unique way. If you are building with wood it’s useful to
have some understanding of its behaviour. Wood is hygroscopic, which means that it attracts, holds and
releases water vapour from the surrounding environment. This causes the wood to swell as it absorbs
moisture and shrink as it releases moisture.
Once the moisture in the wood is equal to the moisture in the surrounding environment it is said to have
achieved its equilibrium moisture content (EMC). This EMC shifts throughout the seasons, as the wood is
constantly adapting to changes in the atmosphere. The wood will dry out more in the summer months causing
it to shrink, and it will absorb moisture in the winter months causing it to swell.
Most homeowners - even with a limited technical knowledge of wood - will be able to relate to this as they may
have experienced doors, windows or gates swelling up in winter making them more difficult to open and close.
When wood is processed, dried and utilised it retains its hygroscopic characteristics, so it is subject to seasonal
changes in humidity.

What effect does this have on the wood?
It’s the swelling and shrinking through the seasons that causes the cracks (fissures) on the surface of the wood
known as ‘checking’.

What is ‘checking’ and is it a problem?
When wood dries out small cracks or fissures may open up on its exposed surface, much in the same way that
human skin can crack when it is dry. This checking mostly occurs on exterior wood because it is subject to more
extreme atmospheric changes, but it often occurs on wood used indoors too.
Checking has no negative affect on the structural integrity of the wood and is part of its natural character.

How quickly does this happen?
If the wood is exposed on a hot sunny day checking can occur within hours. The surface layer starts to lose
moisture and therefore shrink whereas the wood retains moisture deeper in the core of the wood and therefore
holds its shape.
The moist inner layer halts the shrinkage of the dry surface layer and it has no other option than to crack. Once
the wood dries evenly through the thickness of the board and the wood reaches its (EMC) the stress on the
board is eliminated and most of the cracks close up and either disappear or become less prominent.

Will this happen to dried wood?

Can checking be prevented?

Checking can occur regardless of whether the wood
has been dried. It will always shrink and swell as it
adapts to seasonal changes in the relative humidity
of the air and the weather.

Surface checking can be dramatically reduced by
applying a suitable finish to all surfaces of the wood
prior to installation. This will limit the amount of moisture absorbed and released by the wood which in turn
will minimise the swelling and shrinkage.

How does the finish work?
The finish helps make the deck boards more dimensionally stable so they will shrink and swell less in service.
Ideally it should be applied to all sides of the board (including the ends) prior to installation as moisture can be
absorbed from below the deck as well as on the surface.
The finish may also provide protection from UV which can also damage wood, as well as providing a decorative
and more easily maintainable surface. Whether you’ve chosen a hardwood or softwood, your deck will perform
and look better if a finish is applied, regardless of the wood species.

What finish do I use?
Sansin SDF and Dec are both durable, penetrating stains that provide exceptional UV and weather protection.
They are environmentally friendly, easy to apply, breathable and will not crack, peel or blister. SDF is designed
to be used on any outdoor wood surface – horizontal or vertical – whereas Dec is specifically formulated for
use on high traffic horizontal surfaces such as decks, docks and balconies. It is deep penetrating and therefore
protects the wood fibres from within against the damaging effects of moisture and UV.

What if I want my deck to weather naturally?
If you want your deck to weather you can still protect it from the damaging effects of moisture by applying
Sansin Wood Sealer. This almost clear liquid soaks into the wood and works from within to provide protection
from moisture whilst allowing the wood to breathe. Its presence is barely noticeable; in fact Wood Sealer is the
most natural looking wood protection product that we offer. It enables the wood to gradually weather to a
consistent silver grey.

Can I buy my decking with the finish already applied?
Yes, you can save time and money by taking advantage of Silva Timber’s factory pre-finishing service. Your
decking will be pre-finished on all sides and delivered to site ready for immediate installation. In fact we can
apply finish to virtually any timber component, so you can have your cladding, fencing or screens pre-finished
too.
Yellow Balau finished with Sansin Dec: Autumn Gold

